What are Good Fellowship Points?

Good Fellowship Points / GFP
Goŏd FelŏSHip Pŏint (Noun)
Points awarded to Hall Governments in recognition of their efforts to foster a sense of community in and among Residence Halls.

This packet will act as your guide to GFPs and will outline the various ways to earn them throughout the semester. The Hall with the most GFPs at the end of each semester will win Hall of the Semester at the RHSA Banquet.

How do I earn GFPs?

It’s incredibly easy! You can earn your hall a ton of GFPs by attending RHSA events, participating in challenges, putting on programs, and through many more activities seen below. Additionally, there will be more opportunities and surprises throughout the semester that can boost your Hall’s GFP count. Be sure to stay on the lookout for them!

The GFP Counter is updated on a weekly basis and can be found on the RHSA website. If the GFP Counter doesn’t look right or if you have any suggestions, please don’t hesitate to approach me (the CCC)!

GFPs are rewarded on a numerical point-based system as outlined below.
Pretty Unbeatable Programs

P.U.P. Sheets can be found on the RHSA website and may be handed in at A.C. Meetings or Office Hours. All P.U.P. Sheets must be submitted no later than two (2) weeks after the date of the program. Late or incomplete P.U.P. Sheets may not be accepted.

Programs can only be submitted under one category

Halls will receive ten (10) GFP’s for the following:
- Each program submitted with a Passive P.U.P. Sheet - any program that does not require immediate oversight and is sponsored by a Hall Government may be submitted.

Halls will receive fifteen (15) GFP’s for the following:
- Each program submitted with a General P.U.P. Sheet - any program sponsored by a Hall Government can be submitted.

Halls will receive twenty (20) GFP’s for the following:
- Each program submitted with a Tandem P.U.P. Sheet - any program sponsored by a Hall Government and another on campus entity can be submitted.
  - Tandem programs can include RA/CM Staff, clubs, or departments (i.e. professors, Greek organizations, sport teams, etc.).
  - Tandem P.U.P. Sheets must be signed by a representative of the club/organization.

Halls will receive twenty-five (25) GFP’s for the following:
- Each program submitted with a Tandem Liaison/Hall Buddy P.U.P. Sheet - any program sponsored by a Hall Government and an RA Liaison or Hall Buddy can be submitted.

Halls will receive twenty (25) GFP’s for the following:
- Each program submitted with a Virtual P.U.P. Sheet - any program sponsored by a Hall Government can be submitted.
- If a Virtual Program is in collaboration, you will be receive 10 extra points.
Halls will receive thirty (30) GFP’s for the following:

- Each program submitted with a Service P.U.P. Sheet - any community service project/program sponsored by a Hall Government may be submitted.
  - Service P.U.P. Sheets must be signed by the service organization.

Halls will receive twenty (20) GFP’s for the following:

- Each program submitted with a Diversity P.U.P. Sheet - any program sponsored by a Hall Government can be submitted.
- If you intend on hosting this program in collaboration with another hall, an organization, an RA, etc, a hall can earn 5 extra points.
- If the program is virtual, you can earn up to 5 extra points.

Challenges

Halls will receive one-three (1-3) GFPs based on first-third (1st-3rd) place for the following:

- Residents that correctly answer the “Remind Tuesday,” Secretary’s Minutes, and “Instagram Thursday” challenges.
  - Residents must include their Hall’s name to qualify.
  - Answers for the Secretary’s Minutes Challenge must be posted to Facebook and include a screenshot of the riddle with a Hall’s name.
- Creative Photo of the Month & Meme of the Month Challenge submissions.
  - All submissions must be sent to rhsa@hawkmail.newpaltz.edu.
  - The first place Hall will have their Creative Photo/Meme featured on the RHSA Instagram.
  - Memes should be made from the RHSA Facebook photos.

Halls will receive three (3) GFPs for the following:
● Each new submission to the Ice Breaker Database on the RHSA website.
  ○ Submissions must be typed, titled, and sent to rhsa@hawkmail.newpaltz.edu.

● Each new idea for GFP opportunities approved by a majority of the RHSA Executive Board.
  ○ Submissions must be typed, titled, and sent to rhsa@hawkmail.newpaltz.edu.

Halls will receive five (5) GFP’s for the following:
● Each qualified “Of the Month” (OTM) submission.
  ○ Instructions and examples can be found at otms.nrhh.org.

Instagram: nprhsa
Twitter: @NPRHSA
Facebook: Residence Hall Student Association

A.C. & Event Participation

Halls will receive one (1) GFP for the following:
● Each resident in attendance at an A.C. Meeting.
● Each resident wearing an RHSA Shirt at an A.C. Meeting.
  ○ For all shirts, it must be on. If we can’t see it, we can’t count it!

Halls will receive two (2) GFPs for the following:
● Each resident wearing an NRHH Shirt at an A.C. Meeting.

Halls will receive three (3) GFPs for the following:
● Each resident wearing a NEACURH, NACURH, Swap Shop, or Conference Shirt to an A.C. Meeting.
● Each resident in attendance at any RHSA event.
● Each resident in attendance at any event funded and advertised by RHSA.
  ○ Such events will be advertised at A.C. Meetings.
● Each picture of Hall Government Bonding submitted to rhsa@hawkmail.newpaltz.edu.
● The first Hall to correctly answer a question during a Lightning GFP Round.
  ○ These will occur occasionally during A.C. Meetings.

Halls will receive twenty five - seventy five (25-75) GFPs based on first-third (1st-3rd) place for the following:

● Halls that place for Spirit Week and Hallywood’s Audience Choice awards.

**Instagram Polls and Participation**

Halls will receive fifteen - thirty (15-30) GFPs for the following:

● Halls that participate in Instagram Polls will receive 1 point for every poll a hall. (More than one person from each hall may participate with your separate instograms.)

● Halls that participate in multiple choice polls will receive 2 points for every question answered correctly.
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